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Thank you to the Cavaliers of the Northeast for your kind invitation to judge at Matamoras.  I 
always feel at home in the Northeast, being a Yankee born and raised myself!  Special thanks to 
Joe and Betty Ann Birbeck for seeing to my comfort so well, to Tim Mitchell, my ring steward, 
for keeping me on track, and to all who gate and table stewarded that day.  Thanks to Jeff and 
Bobbi Weinstein for the fabulous BBQ at their home on Saturday evening, what a treat!  Thank 
you too, for the very thoughtful Judge’s gift, I was touched. 
 
The depth of quality in the dog classes is much improved since my last visit, with hindquarter 
construction showing vast improvement.  The bitch classes were once again the strongest of the 
day.  As it is often said, the strength of a breed is in its’ bitches.  I was delighted with the depth 
and breadth of quality in both dogs and bitches, being assured that I could choose a style of head 
that suited me and be confident of the sound dog beneath it.  Nothing is more pleasing than 
having such a variety of choices!  Well done to all the breeders and exhibitors! 
 
 
DOGS 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (4) 
  

1.  DIORCHAVON DOCTOR LOU ON CALL  (Bialek) 
 A lovely 8 month old, fairly mature Blenheim.  While slightly long in the loin, he was 
balanced front and rear, with a lovely head and eye.  BEST PUPPY DOG 
 

2. AUTUMN HILL LET’S DANCE  (Parente/Green) 
A 6 month old baby, nice and compact, with quite a lot of coat.  Lovely head and eye. 
 

3. WATERSEDGE NEW YEARS TREASURE  (Walzer/Walzer)  
A 5 month old baby, well balanced, with a nice head and eye. 
 

4. LOOKOUT SECRET AGENT MAN AT TYEWN  (Knauss/May)  
7 month old, of a larger construction and longer cast.  His eye could have been better. 

 
 
SENIOR PUPPY DOG  (1) 
 

1. GRYFFENDEER NEVILLE LONGBOTTOM  (Garstin)  
Nicely balanced pup with good angles front and rear, and coat coming along well.  
Showing some white of eye. 
 
 

 



GRADUATE PUPPY DOG  (3) 
 

1. ISLEPOSEA WALK ON FERRY  (Hoehn) 
Lovely shape to this boy, albeit just slightly long.  Nice coat in good condition, nice head 
and eye.  Pleased to award him  BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG. 
 

2. COBRNIK REED BUNTING  (Tegg)  
Quite immature Ruby boy, very cheerful.  In good coat, with a good head and eye.  Could 
have been stronger in the rear. 
 

3. GRYFFENDEER COLIN CREEVEY  (Garstin) 
A nice shape to this boy, with a stronger head style and deeper stop.  Eyes were a bit 
distracting. 

 
 

NOVICE DOG  (2) 
 

1. CHEW CREEK FERNANDO  (DePhillip) 
A well balanced Tri with good angles front and rear, in good coat.  Has a deeper stop. 
 

2. NIGHTINGALE SUGAR DADDY  (Mulligan) 
A young male, rather thin, as is common at this age.  Quite a nice head.  He will come 
together in time. 

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG  (1) 
 

1. SHERAH’S TAKE A CHANCE ON ME  (Crommett) 
A nice cobby shape to this boy, his topline was a bit of a distraction, and he had a rather 
startled expression. 

 
 
AMERICAN BRED DOG  (5) 

“What a nice class, spoiled for choice!” 
 
1. CHADWICK SHOOTING UPWARDS AT CEILIMOR  (McCarty/Eckersley) 

Lovely boy!  Very well balanced, with correct length of loin.  Good coat, excellent head 
and eye.  Pleased to award him…  
BEST BLENHEIM DOG and FIRST AWARD OF MERIT. 
 

2. ALMEARA I BELIEVE, JW  (Parente) 
Another well-balanced boy with good angulation and correct length of loin.  Rather a 
deeper stop. 

 
3. PICCADIL DREAM A LIL DREAM OF ME  (York)  

Good balance on this boy, correct length of loin and good coat.  A deeper stop and some 
white of eye. 



4. GLENELLEN ROYAL ROOKIE  (Murphy)  
Yet another well-balanced boy with correct length of loin, carrying good coat.  Lovely 
head and expression. 
 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG  (4) 
 

1. TRULUV PRINCE CHARMING  (Nikaci) 
A lovely boy with good angles, carrying good coat.  Lovely head and eye. 
 

2. FIELDSEDGE AVOGADROS NUMBER  (Slusher) 
Unlucky to meet #1 today, nicely balanced with good length of loin.  A bit thin today.  
Nice head and eye. 
 

3. HIDDENCREEK ONE SHOT OF PATRON  (Weinstein/Green)  
A happy boy with good angles, carrying good coat.  A deeper stop, his eyes were a bit 
distracting. 
 

4. DREAMVALE DEVIL WITHOUT A CAUSE  (Perini/Sage)  
A young looking rather thin boy, could have been stronger in the rear.  A deeper stop. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG  (4)  “A very competitive class, pleased to see it.” 
 

1. CHADWICK CODE BLACK  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Lovely! This boy was the complete package;  he never stopped showing.  Beautiful neck 
that flowed into correct shoulders, correct length of loin, excellent construction that 
allowed him to drive around the ring effortlessly.  With a deeper stop, he was very 
masculine looking without being overdone, and very correct in size.  He drew my eye 
anytime he was in the ring.  Very pleased to award him  
BEST IN SHOW, WINNERS DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST 
TRICOLOR IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST TRICOLOR DOG 
 

2. JUST DRESSED TO IMPRESS OF GILLBROOK  (Venier/Venier) 
A younger looking boy at 20 months, very happy.  Good angles front and rear, a deeper 
stop.  Unlucky to meet #1 today.  Very pleased to award him  
RESERVE WINNERS DOG. 
 

3. CHADWICK ACE OF SPADES AT HUDSONVIEW, JW  (Glynn/Glynn) 
Nice neck and shoulders on this boy, a bit over angulated in the rear.  Carries a lot of 
coat!   

 
4. STELLAR ROMANCING THE STONE AT TYEWN  (Knauss/Rose)  

A nice shape on this boy, with quite a wavy coat.  Nice eye and a deeper stop. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG  (3) 



1. TOMNEE’S GOLDEN SKY  (Meager/Wise)  
A very happy boy with a nice shape, lovely coat, pleasing head and eye.  
Pleased to award him  
BEST RUBY IN SHOW, BEST RUBY DOG and SECOND AWARD OF MERIT. 
 

2. KHATIBI ONE IN VERMILLION  (Maddox)  
Really splitting hairs between #1 and #2 today, another happy boy with a nice shape and 
nice coat.  Slightly deeper stop. 

 
3. CARLEN DANDINI  (Atkinson) 

This boy appeared to have a sloping topline and to be croupy due to the hair standing 
straight up on his topline.  Acceptable amount of coat on him, with a longer muzzle and a 
nice eye. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN DOG  (1) 
 

1. KALAIS SHIVER ME TIMBERS  (Hess) 
Good length of loin on this boy, with a wavy coat.  He has a lovely head shape and good 
eye, with a deeper stop.  BEST BLACK-AND-TAN DOG. 
 
 

OPEN DOG  (4)    “A very competitive class, I was spoiled for choice.” 
 

1. BELCARRA STRAIGHT SHOT REMINGTON OF BEARRIVER  (Toepfer) 
Excellent body shape and bone, moving well.  Excellent head and eye.  Could have had a 
bit more coat. 
 

2. CH CHADWICK JET SETTER AT HUDSONVIEW, JW  (Glynn/Glynn)  
Very similar in make and shape to #1, but carrying more coat.  Excellent tail set, lovely 
eye.  Splitting hairs between #1 and #2. 
 

3. CH DREAMVALE FOLLOW ALL MY MOVES  (Perini/Sage) 
A lovely boy.  His nice eyes were a bit squinty today, something was bothering him in 
this room, as it was for most of us. 

 
4. CH CHADWICK TELLTALE AUTHOR, JW  (Eckersley) 

A slightly longer boy, happy and in good coat.  Excellent eye and a deeper stop. 
 

 
SENIOR OPEN DOG  (1) 
 

1.  CH CHANTISMERE CAST A SPELL ON CORDUKE  (Mulligan)  
9 years young, in excellent shape and condition with good muscle and in good coat, this 
boy never stopped showing.  Excellent head and eye. 
 
 



BITCHES 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH  (4) 
 

1. CHADWICK FREQUENT FLYER  (Eckersley)  
A very well balanced 8 month old, everything was there; lovely neck and shoulders, 
excellent head and eye.   
Pleased to award her BEST PUPPY BITCH and ultimately BEST PUPPY IN SHOW. 
 

2. KALAIS MIMSY  (Hess)  
A well proportioned Black-and-Tan with a deeper stop and an excellent eye. 
 

3. TIBBEDON SILVER BELLS  (Tibbetts) 
Just a baby, so rather thin, with a nice neck.  Slightly forward face marking emphasized a 
narrow muzzle.  Give her time. 

 
4. AUTUMNHILL ALL SHE WANTS TO DO IS DANCE  (Parente/Green)  

Another baby, well balanced with a deeper stop and a lovely eye, just needs a bit of time. 
 
 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH  (4) 
 

1. LINRICA REACH FOR THE STARS  (Liu) 
A lovely mature puppy who is well balanced and happy.  Nice head and eye. 
 

2. DARANE JANE EYRE  (Hossler/Kates)  
A mature Black-and-Tan puppy with good length of loin and nice coat.  A deeper stop 
and nice eye. 
 

3. DARANE WUTHERING HEIGHTS  (Kates)  
A happy, immature Tricolor with clear markings.  Well groomed. 
 

4. GRACELYN MAKING WAVES  (Gregory)  
An immature Tricolor who was slightly long, with good coat and a deeper stop. 

 
 
GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH  (6)  “A lovely, mature class.” 
 

1. ORCHARDHILL GOTTA ADORE ME  (Venier/Venier)  
A well-balanced bitch with beautiful correct neck and shoulders, in good coat.  Lovely 
head and eye.  
Pleased to award her  RESERVE WINNERS BITCH. 
 

2. CHADWICK IN MY OPINION, JW  (Eckersley) 
Very similar to #1, good bone, in good coat.  Lovely head and eye. 
 
 



3. BONITOS COMPANEROS XAVERIA, JW  (Lasser)  
Good length of loin, slightly over angulated.  In good coat, with a deeper stop and good 
head and eye. 
 

4. PICCADIL SIX PACK GUINESS BLONDE  (York)  
While she appeared long, it was more of an optical illusion due to coloring.  Excellent 
pro-sternum.  A bit thin.  Correct stop and a lovely eye. 
 
 

NOVICE BITCH  (3) 
 

1. CHADWICK SAY YES TO THE DRESS  (Eckersley) 
A lovely well balanced Blenheim in good coat.  Excellent head and eye.   
Pleased to award her  SECOND AWARD OF MERIT. 
 

2. AUTUMNHILL HONKY TONK ANGEL  (Parente)   
A lovely cobby Ruby with excellent neck and shoulders.  Happy girl. 

 
3. SHERAH ALL DRESSED UP  (Crommett)  

A thin girl, happy, with a nice head and eye.  A bit croupy. 
 

 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH  (2)    “Really splitting hairs between the 2 entries.” 
 

1. SUNJAYS KISS ME KATE  (Hellman)  
A cobby, well sprung bitch with equal angles and excellent coat.  Nice eye. 
 

2. PIAFFE WITH A STELLA  (Rychlik)  
Very similar to #1, nice angles.  A deeper stop and showing white of eye. 

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (1) 
 

1. CHADWICK RIOTOUS  (Eckersley)  
A young, 13 month cobby Tricolor girl with correct length of loin.  A lovely head and 
eye.   Pleased to award her 
 BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH, BEST TRICOLOR BITCH and FIRST 
AWARD OF MERIT. 
 
 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (6)    “What a nice class!” 
 

1. PICCADIL GODDESS OF VICTORY  (York)  
A well balanced bitch in good coat with excellent head and eye. 

 
2. FIELDSEDGE MISS GOTWALS  (Slusher/Slusher)  



Another well balanced bitch with good neck and shoulders and a cobby shape.  Excellent 
head and eye. 
 

3. CHADWICK OH LA LA OF CHARDOMONT, JW  (Greak/Comer/Eckersley)  
A happy, well balanced bitch with a slightly deeper stop and excellent eye. 
 

4. PIAFFE IN THE TULIPS  (Rychlik) 
Another happy and well balanced bitch, cobby in shape and with a very good eye. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH  (5) 
 

1. CHADWICK SECRET CODE  (Eckersley)  
A cobby, well balanced bitch with correct length of loin and in good coat.  Very nice 
head and eye. 
 

2. BONITOS COMPANEROS JOSEPHINE OF WELMFORTH  (Lasser)  
Well balanced front and rear, unlucky to meet #1 today.  Happy girl, with a nice eye. 
 

3. SUNJAYS RUMOR HAS IT  (Hellman) 
A thin girl with correct length of loin and good angles.  Forward face markings and a nice 
eye. 

 
4. LINRICA MIGNON MOCHI, JW  (Liu)  

Another thin girl who appears low on leg due to heavy markings.  Nice eye. 
 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH  (1) 
 

1. SHERAH BEST DRESSED  (Crommett) 
A happy, cobby bitch who was a bit croupy.  Showing white of eye. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH  (2) 
 

1. CARLEN NUTIN BUT TROUBLE FERGIE  (Close)  
A fully mature, well balanced bitch in good coat, with a good eye. 
 

2. KALAIS YESSIREE  (Hess)  
A young bitch, well balanced, nice neck.  Good eye. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. DARANE TRUE COLORS  (Kates)  
A happy, well balanced bitch with a nice expression, good eye.  Happy to award her 
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN IN SHOW and BEST BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH 



OPEN BITCH  (4) 
“What a fabulous class!  All 4 bitches were glamorous and very stylish, both standing and 
moving, and they just floated around the ring.  They could all have easily changed places 
on any given day.  Truly splitting hairs here.” 
 

1. CH FOXWYN A LIKELY STORY OF CHARDOMONT  (Greak/Comer) 
Very correct and glamorous, excellent angles, a very happy girl who never stopped 
showing.  Exquisite head and eye.  Very pleased to award her  
WINNERS BITCH, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO 
BEST IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, 
and BEST BLENHEIM BITCH. 
 

2. CH CHADWICK SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY, JW  (Eckersley)  
Another very glamorous, well balanced bitch, with a very good coat, gorgeous head and 
eye. 

 
3. CH CHADWICK DRAMA, JW  (Hoehn/Eckersley)  

Another bitch with correct angles and beautiful movement, lovely coat, lovely head and 
eye. 
 

4. CHANTISMERE CARRIEANNA  (Tibbetts) 
Yet again, very correct with excellent coat, correct angles and beautiful head and eye. 

 
 

VETERAN DOG  (1) 
 

1. CH CHANTISMERE CAST A SPELL ON CORDUKE  (Mulligan) 
Seen before.  Pleased to award him  BEST VETERAN IN SHOW. 

 
 
SENIOR OPEN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. CH DARANE RED SONJA, JW  (Kates) 
9 years young Ruby in excellent condition, good muscle with very little gray, carrying 
good coat.  Excellent eye.  Happy Girl. 

 


